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The Design Oriented Transformative Tool (D.O.T.T.) is a simple excel based tool developed by Prateek Wahi, a graduate from T.U. Delft Faculty of Architecture under the mentorship of Ir. Eric van den Ham and Dr. ing. Marcel Bilow. The tool is based on the idea of performative design methodology, where the design decisions are purely informed by the performance of a design option. 

A good architecture follows the three principles of Vitruvius, namely Venustas, Utilitas and Firmitas. In simpler terms, it can be comprehended as Aesthetics, Functionality and Robustness, respectively. Through architects are very well versed in dealing with aesthetics and functional aspect of design, it is equally important to understand how robust the design is.

Robust design is regarded as a design which performs as expected in the presence of any uncertainties be it future climate, occupancy or system design. Due to climate change, the increasing outdoor climate will affect the summer comfort by causing overheating of spaces. Therefore, it is imperative to understand which design option performs the best in the presence on the uncertainties of climate change

Note: If the tool is used , kindly cite or give due credits to the developer. The tool can be cited using the research thesis report, which can be found in the TU Delft Repository.

Essentially the tool is being developed to check the performance of a design option in providing summer comfort. To analyse, an indicator of TOjuly is being used. The current version is also capable of indicating the summer comfort for future climate scenario of 2050. 

The TOjuly method, as specified in NTA8800, is a static heat balance calculation model that indicates the probability of excess temperature in July. Therefore, the higher the TOjuly value, the higher the risk of overheating. To understand the risk of overheating from the TOjuly value, the value between 0-2 is a minimum risk. A value between 2-4 is considered as moderate risk, and a value higher than 4 indicates a high risk of overheating (Lente Akkord, 2019). 

The TOjuly calculation is only applicable to free running buildings. It considers ventilation as a source of reducing temperature. According to a report by Lente Akkord (2019), the TOjuly value for a free-running building should ideally be 1.0; if it exceeds 1.0, dynamic simulation must be used to identify the number of overheated hours according to GTO or ATG calculations. For buildings with active cooling, the TOjuly value is automatically set to 0.

The concept of robust design was first coined by Dr. Genichi Taguchi, who implied that a design could be made robust by reducing the variations in the products without eliminating the leading cause of the variations. In other words, a robust design is a design that is insensitive to the variations (“What is robust product design,” n.d.).

For robustness analysis the statistical method of “best-case and worst-case” is used. This method uses the performance difference between the worst performing design and best performing across all the scenarios and design options. This method is useful for finding the most robust design, which is performing well, even in the worst-case scenario (Rajesh Kotireddy et al., 2017a). 

Graph 1 illustrates the method on a fictional data set. We can observe that Design C performs much better in comparison to all the design options and in all the three scenarios, since its performance deviation from the best case is the lowest. 

Graph 1:  The Best Case and Worst Case Method.


The tabs are divided into four sections. These sections are based on the hierarchy of your interest in using your tool. 

The Yellow tabs will allow you to understand the tool, use the tool and generate graphs for analysis.
 
The Blue tabs are data loggers which periodically records your data and can be used to make custom graphs or infographics. 

The Red tabs are for developers who would want to use the equations behind the software and improve it further. 

The “Data Input” tab allows the user to input parameters for analysis. The data input is divided into eight easy to understand sections with relevant graphics to guide a user about what they need to enter. These sections are explained further. 

Section 1: Project Details 

In this section, the user is required to enter project details such as

Project Name: The name of the project.

Room Details: the name of the space you want to analyse (e.g., Bedroom, Classroom, etc.)

Date: The date of your analysis.

Design Option: This is an important entry as this is used to put label during your analysis. Here the user is required to enter a code for the design option which is required to be alphanumeric (e.g. DO1, A1, Z_S_1). 

The code needs to alphanumeric

Section 2: Spatial Details 

This section corresponds to the location, type of construction and number of occupants in the space.
 
Type of Space: What is the type of space the user wants to analyse (e.g. Residential, hospital, school, etc.)

Location of Space: Where the space is situated in the building. The ground floor and top floor are floors directly on the ground and right beneath the roof, respectively. For rest, the middle floor must be selected. 

Façade Orientation: This regards to the direction the façade of the space is facing. Please Note: the tool currently cannot calculate corner spaces. 

Construction Type: The user can select from the drop-down menu regarding the particular construction style of the space. The definition of construction styles can be accessed by clicking the icon button. These definitions are taken directly from NTA 8800. 

Number of occupants: A data must be given regarding the capacity of the space. This value is used to calculate the minimum ventilation required for the analysed space. 

Info button for information on construction styles

Section 3: Dimensional Properties

In this section, the user is required to enter the physical dimensions of the space.  

Floor Area: The area of the floor plate of the space excluding any walls. 

Perimeter: The perimeter of the floor plate of the space. 

Wall Area: The area of the external wall or façade, including any openings or glazing. 

Roof Area: The area of the roof directly above the space, excluding walls. This parameter can be skipped if space is on the middle floor. 

Section 4: Glazing Properties 

In this section, the user is required to specify the window to wall ratio and glazing type. 

Window-Wall Ratio: The ratio of window (glazed) area and the overall wall area. 

Type of Glass: The type of glass such as single glazing, Double glazing unit (DGU), DGU with low E coating, Triple Glazing Unit (TGU) and TGU with Low E coating. 

U-Value: The insulation value of the type of glass chosen. This will change according to the type of glass selected. The values are taken from NTA 8800. 

g-Value: The amount of solar radiation that can enter from the type of glass chosen. This will change according to the type of glass selected. The values are taken from NTA 8800. 

Section 5: Thermal Insulation Properties

In the section, the user has to specify the insulation values for the opaque parts of the building envelope. 

External Wall (R-Value): The insulation values as R-value of the opaque part of the façade or external wall. If the R-value is unknown, the user can use the info button to access the pre-defined R-values for external walls according to the construction year. These values are according to NTA 8800. 

Roof (R-Value): The insulation values as R-value of the roof. If the R-value is unknown, the user can use the info button to access the pre-defined R-values for roof according to the construction year. These values are according to NTA 8800. 

Floor (R-Value): The insulation values as R-value of the external floor or floor at the ground level. If the R-value is unknown, the user can use the info button to access the pre-defined R-values for the floor according to the construction year. These values are according to NTA 8800. 

Section 6: Shading Properties

This section corresponds to the shading strategies for the windows in the façade.

% of the sky blocked by nearby context: The amount of sky blocked by nearby context such as buildings, trees etc. expressed in percentage. From drop-down menu Heavy means more then 80% of the sky is blocked, while very little means less then 20% of the sky is blocked. 

Overhangs: The overhangs are expressed as a ratio between the depth of the overhang and the height of the window. For example, with a window height of 1m and overhang depth of .6m will correspond to a D/H ratio of 0.6. If the D/H ratio lies between two options from the list, a higher value must be chosen.

Curtains/Blinds/Shutters: From the drop-down list, the user can select if the window has any window shading devices like curtains, blinds or shutters. From the options, only shutters are applicable outside, while all others are applied inside. To help the designer understand better, the graphic changes depending on the option the user chooses. 

Section 7: Ventilation Properties

This section correspondings to the calculation of minimum ventilation required and ventilation calculated from the windows. 

Min. Ventilation Rate: A value of minimum ventilation rate per person is required. If it is not known, the info button can be used to know minimum ventilation rates per person as specified by dutch building decree. The parameter is required to calculate the minimum ventilation required for the analysed space. 

Ventilation through window openings: The parameters are used to calculate how much ventilation the windows can provide. The value calculated is then compared with the minimum ventilation rate required to prompt if the windows are sufficient or not. 

Ventilation strategy: Check if the design allows single-sided ventilation or cross-ventilation. 

Eff. Opening Area 1 or 2: A total sum of the effective opening area of all the windows must be input. 
Example: If a room has four windows with an effective opening area x1,x2,x3,x4 respectively. The total effective opening area will be x1+x2+x3+x4.

Note: Enter the value of Eff. Openings Area 2 only when cross-ventilation option is checked to avoid irrational results.
 
Height: This refers to the height of the opening area.

Prompt if window openings are not enough to meet minimum ventilation required. 

Section 8: Internal Loads

In this section, the user is required to specify the internal heat loads. 

Occupant Load: The internal heat load generated by the occupants. If not known, the info button can be used to take values according to NTA 8800. 

Equipment Load: The internal heat load generated by the types of equipment used. If not known, the info button can be used to take values according to NTA 8800.

Lighting Load: The internal heat load generated by lighting. If not known, the info button can be used to take values according to NTA 8800.

To analyse the summer comfort there are two step process.

First the user must add the design options by using the “Add Design Option” button. Secondly, then analyse the summer comfort and robustness by clicking “Calculate” button. 

Note: Please add at least two design options before you calculate. 

After using the “calculate” button a graph will be plotted indicating the TOjuly values for current scenario and 2050. Lower the TOjuly values means lower risk of overheating.

 Along with the bar graphs the line graphs represents the performance deviation calculated among all the design options added. The performance deviation value changes as the user add design options. For robustness analysis, the design option which will have the lowest performance deviation will be the most robust for present and future climate. 

Add Design Option Button.

Calculate button to plot analysis graph.

Note: Add atleast two design options before calculating.

It can be noticed from this sample graph, that design option DO10 has lowest TOjuly values in both climate and has the least performance deviation among all the design options. 
Therefore, design option DO10 is the most robust. 

If the performance deviation of two design options is the same, then the design with least TOjuly values out of the two options will be the most robust.

In the current version, the user has to delete the records manually. 

The records must be deleted using the “blue” tabs. Again it is a two-step process. 

In the tab “Iteration logger” the data is recorded for all the design options. For deleting the records, the user has to delete from Column C. If the columns A and B are deleted, the tool will not function as expected. 

The next step is to delete the rows of the table from row 3 onwards in the “Data Plotter” Tab. The user must select the Rows of the table only and delete them instead of deleting the data. 

Delete from Column C in Iteration Logger Tab

Delete the rows of the table from Row 3 onwards. 

For more information or queries 
Send a mail at

dottinfo20@gmail.com

mailto:dottinfo20@gmail.com

Data Input



												Project Name 																		Date



												Room Details																		Design Option





												Type of Space								Location of Space								Façade Orientation















												Construction Type										No. of Occupants













												Floor / Wall / Roof Area















												Glazing Properties

















												Thermal Insulation of External Wall (opaque part) / Roof / Floor(ground floor or external floor)































												% of sky blocked by nearby context										Overhangs								Curtains/Blinds/Shutters























												Minimum Ventilation Required

















												Ventilation through window openings



























												Heat generated through occupants, equipment and lighting























Risk of Overheating Analysis 



TOjuly 2008	

TOjuly 2050	

Performance Deviation	

Low Risk	2	2	2	2	2	2	2	2	2	2	2	2	Medium to High Risk	4	4	4	4	4	4	4	4	4	4	4	4	







Type of space

Residential

Hotel

Hospital

Educational

Office

Shop

Location

Ground Floor

Middle Floor

Top Floor

Oreintation

North

North-East

East

South-East

South

South-West

West

North-West

Floor Area [m2]

Perimeter [m]

Wall Area [m2]

Roof Area [m2]

Windor-Wall Ratio [-]

Type of Glass

U-Value [W/m2K]

Select Glazing Type

g-Value (ZTA) [-]

Select Glazing Type

External wall

R-Value [m2K/W]

Roof

R-Value [m2K/W]

Floor

R-Value [m2K/W]

Min. Ventilation Rate

[dm3/s per person]

Type of ventilation

Single Sided 

Ventilation Strategy

Cross Ventilation

Effective openings area 1 [m2]

Effective openings area 2 [m2]

Height of the opening [m]

 

Prompt:

Occupant Load

[W/m2]

Equipment Load

[W/m2]

Lighting Load

[W/m2]

Add Design Option

Calculate

V. 1.1



Iteration_logger

		Project Name:		T

		Room Name:

		Date:

		Design Option

		Type of Space

		Location of Space

		Façade Orientation

		Construction Type

		No. of Occupants

		Floor Area

		Perimeter

		Wall Area

		Roof Area

		WWR

		U-Value

		g-value

		Wall R-value

		Roof R-Value

		Floor R-Value

		% sky blocked

		Overhangs

		Curtains/blinds/shutters

		Min.Ventilation Required

		Ventilation strategy

		Calculated Ventilation

		Occupant Load

		Equipment Load

		Lighting Load

		TOjuly (current)

		TOjuly (2050)





Data Plotter



				Design option		TOjuly 2008		TOjuly 2050		WC		BC		PD		Robust				Low Risk 		Medium to High Risk

																				2		4

																				2		4

																				2		4

																				2		4

																				2		4

																				2		4

																				2		4

																				2		4

																				2		4

																				2		4

																				2		4

																				2		4





TOjuly 2008	TOjuly 2050	Performance Deviation	









Cal Sheet 2008

		Project Details 

		Project Name		Enter Project Name 						Project Name:		Enter Project Name 

		Room Name		Enter Space Name						Room Name:		Enter Space Name

		Date		Enter Date						Date:		Enter Date

		Iteration number		Alphanumeric Code						Design Option		Alphanumeric Code

										Type of Space		Residential

		Number of occupants								Location of Space		Ground Floor

		Number of occupants		0						Façade Orientation		North

										Construction Type		Traditional

		Dimensional Properties								No. of Occupants		0

		Zone area [m2]		0						Floor Area		0

		Perimeter [m]		0						Perimeter		0

		Zone parameter [m] (with perimeter check)		0						Wall Area		0

										Roof Area		0

		internal heat capacity								WWR		0

		Di [specific effectic thermal capacity] [Kj/m2K]		450						U-Value		Select Glazing Type

										g-value		Select Glazing Type

		Dimensional Properties 2								Wall R-value		0

		Wall area [m2]		0						Roof R-Value		0

		Roof Area [m2]		0						Floor R-Value		0

		Roof Area [m2] With position check		0						% sky blocked		Select Here

										Overhangs		no overhangs

		Building envelope (glazing properties)								Curtains/blinds/shutters		No Curtains/blinds/shutters

		WWR [-]		0						Min.Ventilation Required		0

		U-value of glass [w/m2k]		Select Glazing Type						Ventilation strategy		Single Sided

		g-value of glass [-]		Select Glazing Type						Calculated Ventilation		0.00

										Occupant Load		0

		Building envelope (Thermal enevlope)								Equipment Load		0

		R-value of wall opaque [m2k/W]		0						Lighting Load		0

		U-value of wall opaque [w/m2k]		ERROR:#DIV/0!						TOjuly (current)		ERROR:#VALUE!

		R-value of Roof [m2k/W]		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!				TOjuly (2050)		ERROR:#VALUE!

		U-Value of Roof [w/m2K]		0

		R-value of  Floor [m2k/W]		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		U-value of floor [w/m2k]		ERROR:#DIV/0!



		Shading Factor Calculation

		Solar accessfactor [-] (f)		0				Solar radaition check

		Shading reduction factor overhangs (foverahngs)		1				Roof		1

		Shading Factor for blinds (fblinds)		1

		R (shading factor)		0												Message Box

								option button for vent		single 		0				

		Solar Radaition						1		cross		ERROR:#DIV/0!																																								Project Name 

		Isolroof [W/m2]		0						chose		0

		Isol [W/m2]		66.7				1		Single Sided

		gsol [Mj/m2]		178.64928				2		Cross Ventilation		Single Sided



		Minimum Ventilation Reequired						Single Sided Ventilation														cross ventilation 

		Ventilation rate /person [dm3/s]		0				Aeff		Height		delta T		U		u sqaure						Cp1		Cp2		cd1		cd2		aeff 1		aeff2		Uz

		Number of occupants 		0				0		0		2		3.3		10.89						0.2		-0.2		0.6		0.6		0				3.3

		qv [dm3/s]		0				Part 1		Part 2		Part 3		sqrt Part 3		Part 4						sub		0.4		c1		c2		a1		a2

		qv [dm3/s]		0				0		0.01089		0.02089		0.1445337331		0										0.36		0.36		0		0

		Single sided 		0

		Cross vent		ERROR:#DIV/0!



		Linear Thermal Surcharge  						Ventilation rate (m3/s)		Ventilation rate (dm3/s)																1/c1xa1		1/c2xa2		Sub/sum		sqr sub/sum

		Δu		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0						0												ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Surcharge formula		ERROR:#DIV/0!																						Sum		ERROR:#DIV/0!

																										Ventilation rate (m3/s)						ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Heat loss coeff. Transmission						Solar Heat gain transparent surface 						Solar Heat gain opaque surface (Roof)												ventilation rate (dm3/s)						ERROR:#DIV/0!

		HD [W/k] direct 		ERROR:#DIV/0!				Qsoltrp [Mj]		ERROR:#VALUE!				Qsolroof [Mj]				0

		Hg [W/k] ground 		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Hu [W/k] adjacent unheated space		0				Internal Heat Gain 										Occupant load		0

		HA [W/k] adjacent heated space		0				Qinternal [Mj]		0								Equip load		0		overall		0

																		Lighting		0

		TO Juli Calculation 

		ⴄb;koinde;I [-]		ERROR:#VALUE!		If (ꙋl)=1		ⴄb;koinde;I [-]		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Qtotal heat loss [Mj]		ERROR:#DIV/0!		If (ꙋl)≠1		ⴄb;koinde;I [-]		ERROR:#VALUE!

		Qtotal heat gain [Mj]		ERROR:#VALUE!

		ꙋl [-]		ERROR:#VALUE!				Changing Time constant and internal thermal capacity

		Qbeh;koude;juli;I [Mj]		ERROR:#VALUE!				Cthermal capacity [Kj/k]		0		a0		1

		Ht;koude;I [W/k]		ERROR:#DIV/0!				Ꚍkoude		ERROR:#DIV/0!		Ꚍ0		0.0576

		Hv;Koude;I [W/k]		0				akoude		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Tojuli		ERROR:#VALUE!

		2050

		ⴄb;koinde;I [-]		ERROR:#VALUE!				ⴄb;koinde;I [-]		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Qtotal heat loss [Mj]		ERROR:#DIV/0!				ⴄb;koinde;I [-]		ERROR:#VALUE!

		Qtotal heat gain [Mj]		ERROR:#VALUE!

		ꙋl [-]		ERROR:#VALUE!

		Qbeh;koude;juli;I [Mj]		ERROR:#VALUE!

		Ht;koude;I [W/k]		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Hv;Koude;I [W/k]		0

		Tojuli		ERROR:#VALUE!

																																												3





Embeded Formulae



						Nominal Time Constants (NEN:13790:2004)												Solar Radaition Values (NTA 8800)														Glazing Type (NTA 8800)												Construction Type (NEN:5128:2003, NTA 8800)

				Lookup code		Code		Space		αo		τo [Ms]				Vlookup code		Code		Direction		Isol [W/m2]		gsol [MJ/m2]				Combo Box code		Code		Glazing Type 		U-Value [W/m2K]		G-Value		Description						Combobox code		code		Type		Specific Effective 
Thermal Capacity
 [KJ/m2K]

				1		1		Residential		1		0.0576				1		1		N		66.7		178.64928				1		1		Select Here		Select Glazing Type		Select Glazing Type								2		1		Select Here		0

						2		Hotels		1		0.0576						2		NE		81.2		217.48608						2		Single Glass		5.8		0.85		Plain Single Glass								2		Traditional		450

				a0		3		Hospitals		1		0.0576						3		E		104.9		280.96416				u-value		3		DGU		2.6		0.75		4-20-4 (krypton)
Emissivity=0.89						Di (lookup)		3		Mixed Heavy		450

				1		4		Educational		0.8		0.252				66.7		4		SE		113.2		303.19488				Select Glazing Type		4		DGU Low E 		1.2		0.6		4-20-4 (krypton)
Emissivity<=0.05						450		4		Mixed Light		350

				Ꚍ0		5		Offices		0.8		0.252						5		S		109.7		293.82048				g-value		5		TGU		1.6		0.5		4-12-4-12-4 (krypton)
Emissivity<=0.89						Traditional		5		Timber		80

				0.0576		6		Shops		0.8		0.252						6		SW		117.1		313.64064				Select Glazing Type		6		TGU Low E		0.5		0.4		4-12-4-12-4 (krypton)
Emissivity<=0.05

				Residential														7		W		112.7		301.85568

																		8		NW		88.5		237.0384



						% of sky blocked by context (SAP 2012)														Overhangs Options								Shading factor for overhangs (SAP:2012)

				code		Overshading		Solar Access 
Factor		Lookup code		Column1								Overhang				Combobox		Code		D/H		N		NE		E		SE		S		SW		W		NW				Combobox		code		Blind or curtain Type 		Shading Reduction Factor

				1		Select Here		0		1		ERROR:#N/A								Select Here				1		1		no overhangs		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1				2		1		Select Here

				2		Heavy (>80%)		0.5				ERROR:#N/A								No Overhangs						2		D/H = 0.0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1						2		No Curtains/blinds/shutters		1

				3		More than avg (>60%-80%)		0.7		0		Select Here								D/H = 0.0				oreintation		3		D/H=0.2		0.94		0.91		0.89		0.84		0.79		0.84		0.89		0.91						3		Net Curtain 
(Covering Full Window)		0.8

				4		Avg or unknown (20%-60%)		0.9				ERROR:#N/A								D/H=0.2				1		4		D/H=0.4		0.9		0.85		0.79		0.72		0.64		0.72		0.79		0.85						4		Net Curtain (Covering Half Window)		0.9

				5		Very Little (<20%)		1				ERROR:#N/A								D/H=0.4						5		D/H=0.6		0.88		0.81		0.72		0.62		0.53		0.62		0.72		0.81				vlookup		5		Dark Coloured Curtains /Roller blinds		0.85

																				D/H=0.6				vlookup		6		D/H=0.8		0.86		0.79		0.66		0.55		0.5		0.55		0.66		0.79						6		Light Coloured Curtains /Roller blinds		0.6

																				D/H=0.8						7		D/H=1		0.85		0.77		0.61		0.52		0.49		0.52		0.61		0.77				1		7		Dark Coloured Venetian Blinds		0.88

																				D/H=1				1		8		D/H =1.2 or more		0.84		0.76		0.57		0.5		0.48		0.5		0.57		0.76						8		Light Coloured Venetian Blinds		0.7

																				D/H =1.2 or more																														9		Dark Coloured External Shutter (Fixed Windows)		0.27

																																																		10		Light Coloured External Shutter (Fixed Windows)		0.24

						Position of Space check														no overhangs																														11		Dark Coloured External Shutter (Openable Windows)		0.85

						lookup code		Code																																										12		Light Coloured External Shutter (Openable Windows)		0.65

						1		1		Ground Floor														1		1		North

								2		Middle Floor																2		North-East																				No Curtains/blinds/shutters

								3		Top Floor																3		East

						Ground Floor																				4		South-East

																										5		South

																										6		South-West

								Single sided Ventilation																		7		West

								Aeff																North		8		North-West

								H

								No Curtains/blinds/shutters		No Curtains/blinds/shutters

								Net Curtain 
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